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Chiral edge states can transmit energy along imperfect interfaces in a topologically robust and
unidirectional manner when protected by bulk-boundary correspondence. However, in continuum
systems, the number of states at an interface can depend on boundary conditions. Here we design
interfaces that host a net flux of the number of modes into a region, trapping incoming energy.
As a realization, we present a model system of two topological fluids composed of counter-spinning
particles, which are separated by a boundary that transitions from a fluid-fluid interface into a
no-slip wall. In these fluids, chiral edge states disappear, which implies non-Hermiticity and leads
to a novel interplay between topology and energy dissipation. Solving the fluid equations of motion,
we find explicit expressions for the disappearing modes. We then conclude that energy dissipation
is sped up by mode trapping. Instead of making efficient waveguides, our work shows how topology
can be exploited for applications towards acoustic absorption, shielding, and soundproofing.
When does broken time-reversal symmetry imply non-
Hermiticity? The converse is always true, because gains
and losses in non-Hermitian Hamiltonians break ther-
modynamic reversibility and time-reversal symmetry [1–
18]. By contrast, transverse velocity-dependent forces,
although odd under time reversal, do converse energy
and preserve Hermiticity. Examples of these Hermitian
effects include Lorentz forces due to an applied magnetic
field [19], Coriolis forces due to an external rotation [20–
22], and so-called odd (Hall) viscosity [23–29] arising in
exotic quantum and classical fluids. In gapped Hermi-
tian systems, broken time-reversal symmetry is associ-
ated with a wealth of topological phenomena such as uni-
directional interface states protected against scattering.
Such chiral interface modes are guaranteed to accompany
any jump in a topological invariant called the Chern num-
ber due to bulk-interface correspondence [19, 30]. These
robust edge states have been proposed and realized across
a variety of electronic [19, 31–33], photonic [34–37], and
mechanical [20, 21, 29, 30, 38–48] systems.
In continuum fluids, bulk-boundary correspondence re-
quires additional ingredients [49–52] and can be even
be violated [53]. We consider the continuum topolog-
ical system in two dimensions illustrated in Fig. 1(a).
The container includes an interface between two counter-
rotating chiral active fluids composed of self-rotating par-
ticles (equivalently, active rotors), each spinning with an
intrinsic rotation rate ±ΩA [54–64]. In addition, either
through external forces or internal active stresses [54–64],
the fluid flow is characterized by vorticity ±ΩB . This
example relies on the commonly observed segregation of
oppositely rotating chiral active particles [65–69]. These
fluids exhibit bulk acoustic band gaps, which in the pres-
ence of active rotation can be characterized by topologi-
cal Chern number C = ±2 [29]. The dashed middle line
denotes a fluid-fluid (i.e., stress continuity) boundary, at
which bulk-boundary correspondence holds [21, 70], re-
sulting in 4 (four) interface modes. Along the right-most
FIG. 1. Completely absorbed interface mode in a chiral ac-
tive fluid. (a) Schematic a two-dimensional system of two chi-
ral active fluids composed of counter-rotating particles. Each
particle spins with rotational speed ±ΩA and is subject to a
Coriolis force density ±ΩBv∗, where v∗ is the velocity v ro-
tated by 90◦. The bulk is gapped with topological invariant
C = sgn(ΩA) + sgn(ΩB). The interface between the two flu-
ids supports right-moving edge modes, one of which is shown
in (b)-(d). (b) The right-moving pulse along the fluid-fluid
interface (dotted line). (c) The pulse hits the no-slip wall
(solid line). (d) The pulse is completely absorbed. Density
differences δρ around an equilibrium density ρ0 are shown
in color, and the velocity field is portrayed by white arrows.
Time t̃ = t/T and space x̃ = x/L are nondimensionalized by
L ≡ |νo|/c and T ≡ |νo|/c2, using the odd viscosity param-
eter νo ∼ ΩA, see text. The incoming wave has parameters
ΩBT = 1/5 and ωT = qL = π/30.
segment, we imagine a thin rigid slab is inserted and the
boundary conditions change to a no-slip interface (de-
noted by a solid line), at which the velocity vanishes.
In this work, we use analytical solutions to show that



























respondence and supports instead only 2 (two) interface
modes. We find that in such systems, the simultaneous
breaking of time-reversal and bulk-boundary correspon-
dence guarantees non-Hermiticity. Figure 1(b–d) shows
snapshots for a mode propagating along the fluid-fluid
interface. Because this mode is orthogonal to any that
exist on the no-slip interface, the mode is completely ab-
sorbed, vanishing once it reaches the change in boundary,
Fig. 1(d). In a Hermitian system, such energy dissipation
is prohibited, and no consistent solution exists. To re-
solve this apparent paradox, we are forced to include non-
Hermitian dissipative viscosity in this topological theory.
First, we present a general argument for when the non-
Hermitian dissipative terms must be included in a theory
of chiral edge states, by counting fluxes of mode numbers
into a region.
Topological flux trapping— Provided that the equa-
tions of motion are linear and have wave-like solutions,
mode flux trapping [e.g., Fig. 1(b–d)] occurs when two
exotic conditions are satisfied: the system must (i) break
time-reversal symmetry and (ii) violate bulk-interface
correspondence. (i) Time-reversal symmetry (in this case
equivalent to reciprocity) implies that for every right-
moving wave at wavevector q and frequency ω(q) there
exists a left-moving wave with equal frequency ω(−q).
Then, through every boundary there is an equal number
of modes flowing in each direction, Fig. 2(a–b). There-
fore, the net number of modes going into any region is
zero. (ii) In non-reciprocal systems which satisfy bulk-
interface correspondence, the net flux of modes into a
region is still zero. This is because topological protection
guarantees that for each incoming wave, there exists an
outgoing wave along the same boundary at the opposite
end, Fig. 2(c).
Chiral active fluids satisfy both of these conditions
and can have the interface mode structure depicted in
Fig. 2(d). As a consequence, more modes enter a region
than can leave. The net flux of modes Φ into a region
can be evaluated using the expression
Φ =
∑
sgn(q · n̂), (1)
which sums the signed number sgn(q · n̂) of modes flow-
ing into a region over all of the boundary elements. In
analogy with typical expressions for a flux, the quantity
sgn(q · n̂) acts as a vector field dotted into a surface nor-
mal. However, this quantity can only be an integer be-
cause it corresponds to a mode count for flow either into
(contributing flux 1) or out of (contributing flux −1) the
region. The mode flux Φ for the geometry in Fig. 2(d) is
positive and can be evaluated as the sum of fluxes at the
two points L/R where the interface crosses the boundary
of the region






















FIG. 2. Mode absorption and non-Hermiticity. In a region of
space (grey circle), we count the number of in- and out-flowing
modes (black arrows) and apply the pigeonhole principle. In-
sets in (a-d) show different bulk (green) and interface (red)
dispersion relations. (a) Ungapped time-reversal-symmetric
system. Every in-flowing mode is paired with a mode flow-
ing out by time-reversal symmetry (TRS). The net mode flux
Φ is zero. (b–d) Gapped systems, for which Φ = ΦL + ΦR,
where ΦL/R counts modes at the two points where the inter-
face (dotted/solid lines) crosses the region’s boundary. (b)
Gapped system with TRS. ΦL = ΦR = 0, even if BCs change
the number of interface modes. (c) System for which TRS
is broken, but bulk-interface correspondence holds. Topolog-
ical protection guarantees one out-flowing mode for each in-
flowing mode, even along complex interfaces, ΦL + ΦR = 0.
(d) When both TRS and bulk-interface correspondence are
broken, the in-flowing modes can outnumber the out-flowing
modes, so that Φ > 0 and non-Hermiticity is guaranteed.
of a region through the point L/R.
We now show that for traveling waves, a positive mode
flux (i.e., Φ > 0) necessitates non-Hermitian physics. We
do so by defining an N in×Nout rectangular extension S̃
of the scattering matrix that maps incoming waves into
outgoing waves, assuming no bound states. For Φ > 0,
a theorem of linear algebra states that the rectangular
matrix S̃ must map at least Φ independent modes to
zero [71]. This observation precludes a description of the
dynamics in terms of a purely Hermitian Hamiltonian H,
which would instead imply a (typical) unitary scattering
matrix S ≡ eiH that cannot map any nonzero modes to
zero. This extension of scattering matrices outside the
unitary group is typical of non-Hermitian dynamics [72–
76] and systems defined by information loss, including
black holes [77]. In summary, the topological physics
associated with a positive mode flux Φ needs to be regu-
larized by dissipative non-Hermiticity.
As a toy model for regularization by dissipation, con-
sider a reduced equation for a single chiral edge mode
ψ in one spatial dimension x, (∂t − ∂x)ψ = ν∂2xψ with
a nonzero initial condition for ψ(x < 0) and the bound-
3
ary condition ψ(0) = 0, which ensures that ψ “vanishes”
for positive x. Around the origin, Φ > 0, and no bound
modes are allowed. For ν = 0, the solution ψ(x− t) can-
not be valid for all time. By contrast, for ν > 0, the
boundary condition remains compatible with the chiral
edge mode.
Hydrodynamic theory with vanishing modes— One
minimal two-band model for violating bulk-boundary
correspondence is a compactified Dirac cone [53]. We
instead demonstrate the flux-trapping mechanism using
the hydrodynamic description of chiral active fluids [29]:
∂tv +∇ρ = −s(m+∇2)v∗ + ν∇2v,
∂tρ+∇ · v = D∇2ρ,
(3)
where x ≡ (x, y), v ≡ (u, v), and v∗ ≡ (−v, u), with
an interface at y = 0 with s = sgn(y). The linearized
Eqs. (3) describe the time-evolution of fluid density ρ0 +
ρ(x, t) and flow velocity v(x, t). The left-hand side of
Eqs. (3) describes sound waves in a simple fluid.
The term s(m + ∇2)v∗ in Eqs. (3) describes the hy-
drodynamic effects due to active rotations of individual
particles and active flows. Within this chiral active fluid,
each particle spins with intrinsic angular momentum L =
IΩA (where ΩA is the angular velocity and I is the mo-
ment of inertia). In addition, each particle feels a Coriolis
(or, equivalently, Lorentz) body force F = ρ0ΩBv
∗, for
example due to rotational flow with constant vorticity ΩB
induced by active stresses [28, 29, 64]. In the Supplemen-
tal Material (SM), we detail how Eqs. (3) describe sound
waves in a chiral active fluid, rescaled using the speed of
sound c for the velocities, equilibrium fluid density ρ0 for
the density field, as well as quantities IΩA/(2cρ0) and
IΩA/(2c
2ρ0) for length and time, respectively. Active
forces can determine the sign of both intrinsic rotation
rate ΩA and cyclotron frequency ΩB , so we consider cases
for which these quantities have the same sign s = ±1,
i.e., s ≡ sgn(ΩA) = sgn(ΩB) 6= 0. Due to intrisic parti-
cle rotations, the stress tensor contains off-diagonal odd
(or Hall) viscosity νo = IΩA/(2ρ0) (and we measure dis-
sipative viscosity ν in units of νo). Odd viscosity is a
transverse non-dissipative response that results from the
simultaneous breaking of parity and time-reversal sym-
metry [24, 25, 78] in chiral active fluids [26, 28, 79], ap-
pearing also in quantum fluids and plasmas [23, 27, 80–
84] as well as rotated gases [85]. The non-dimensionalized
form of the fluid stress is σij = −ρδij − s∂iv∗j [26, 79].
In these units, the effects of activity are captured by
the non-dimensionalized parameter m, given by m =
|IΩAΩB |/(2ρ0c2). Without odd viscosity, Eqs. (3) also
describe waves on the surface of the ocean near the equa-
tor or next the shore [22, 86–89].
In Eqs. (3), we have included two non-Hermitian terms:
a dissipative viscosity ν and a diffusion coefficient D.
We proceed to show by contradiction that such dissi-
pative terms must be included for the equations to be
well posed. We first assume that ν = D = 0 and pro-
vide details in the SM for solutions to the equations
along the interfaces shown in Fig. 1. Bulk solutions
to Eqs. (3) can be decomposed into three bands ω(q).
To perform the topological analysis we note that (i) the
equations are gapped at low frequencies, and no bulk
waves exist in the gap [21, 29, 53, 70]. (ii) The presence
of odd viscosity compactifies the fluid’s acoustic spec-
trum [49–52], which allows for the definition of a topolog-
ical invariant called the Chern number C. For Eqs. (3),
Cs = sgn(ΩA) + sgn(ΩB) = 2s (see SM), only defined
when both ΩA and ΩB are nonzero. The standard bulk-
boundary correspondence would suggest the existence of
C+ − C− = 4 modes at any interface between systems
with opposite values of s.
By characterizing waves at interfaces, we show that
this bulk-interface correspondence does not hold for no-
slip boundary conditions. At an interface, we find so-
lutions of the form (ρ, u, v)T = Ψle
i(ωt−qx)e−κl|y|, as-
suming ω < m (i.e., the frequency is in the gap set
by ΩB) and m < 1/4. For each halfspace, which we
label l, we find two solutions, which we denote by
ψ±l . The general solution to Eq. (3) has the form














↓ , where the ampli-
tudes A±l must be chosen to satisfy the interface bound-
ary conditions (BCs). The BCs will only satisfy energy
conservation if n̂ ·σ ·v|y↓0 = n̂ ·σ ·v|y↑0, as we review in
the SM. Two such interface conditions are (see Figs. 1,3):
Fluid-Fluid (FF): 0=[u]=[v]=[σ21]=[σ22]
No-Slip (NS): 0=[u]=[v]= ū = v̄
(4)
where we denote by [u] = u(0+)−u(0−) the jump across
(and by ū = (u(0+) + u(0−))/2 the average of) the ve-
locities and stresses at y = 0. As usual, at a fluid-fluid
interface the stress is continuous and at a no-slip inter-
face, the velocity vanishes. For each boundary condition,
the coefficients A±l of the general solution are related by a
single matrix equation MA±l = 0. We find the dispersion
curves for the interface modes using detM = 0.
Both interface conditions have well posed solutions,
even without dissipation. For the fluid-fluid interface,
we find four solutions at each frequency ω in the gap, in
agreement with bulk-interface correspondence (Fig. 3).
These solutions fall into one of two categories: (i) two
so-called Kelvin modes with linear dispersion ω = q
and horizontal (v = 0) flow; and (ii) two Yanai modes
with |ω| 6= q and purely rotational (u ∝ iv) flow. For
Kelvin modes, the explicit solutions (derived in SM)
are (ρ, u, v)K1,2 = (1, 1, 0)K1,2(y)e
iω(x−t), where the y-






























1− 4m+ 4ω2. By contrast, for the no-
slip interface, no Yanai modes exist in the gap and there
are again two orthogonal Kelvin modes {K1,Ka1 }, where
Ka1 (y) = sgn(y)K1(y) is the antisymmetrization of K1
about the interface. This total count of 2 interface modes
differs from the jump in Chern number across the inter-
face, which is 4. This discrepancy suggests an apparent
violation of the usual bulk-interface correspondence.
The extended scattering matrix S̃ for the fluid-fluid
to no-slip transition sends K1 to itself and annihilates
K2. We characterize this scattering via symmetry argu-
ments and finite-element simulations of Eqs. (3). For the
symmetry argument, consider the parity under reflection
y → −y for components of each mode:
Fluid-fluid No-slip
K1, K2 Y1, Y2 K1 K
a
1
ρ, u even odd even odd
v zero even zero zero
Because inner products between waves with opposite par-
ity vanish, we decompose S̃ into odd and even parts, i.e.,
S̃ : 〈Y1, Y2〉 → 〈Ka1 〉 and S̃ : 〈K1,K2〉 → 〈K1〉. The
even-parity sector indeed maps mode K1 onto itself and
annihilates the orthogonal mode K2, which we observe
in simulations, Fig. 3. This completes our contradiction:
when ν = D = 0, the Hermitian Eqs. (3) do not allow
for mode flux Φ to be trapped in a region surrounding
the change in boundary conditions from a fluid-fluid to a
no-slip interface. A minimal physical description of the
fluid must account for the complete absorption of the
mode K2 through non-Hermitian physics.
Dissipative timescales— In addition to regularization,
the effect of a nonzero viscosity ν in Eqs. (3) is to in-
troduce length- and time-scales for both absorption and
attenuation. Crucially, the absorption timescale for the
trapped mode, τa ∼ ω−1, is set by the wave frequency in-
dependently from the dissipative viscosity. By contrast,
the attenuation timescale τS for any transmitted mode
was calculated by Stokes to be τS ∼ c2/(ω2ν) [90]. Be-
cause τS diverges when dissipation vanishes, for small
viscosities absorption occurs much faster than attenu-
ation, i.e., τa  τS . The region in which absorption
occurs is defined by the legthscale ` ∼
√
ν/ω, set by
balancing the incoming energy flux O(ω|v|2) against dis-
sipation O(ν|v|2/`2) due to velocity gradients v/`. Even
for vanishingly small but nonzero dissipative terms, the
mode K2 remains trapped inside this region, leading to
complete absorption.
Outlook—We have demonstrated that when both time-
reversal symmetry and bulk-interface correspondence are
broken, topological modes can flow into regions from
which they cannot flow out. This reveals the non-
Hermitian topology within any such system, because
a minimal description for chiral edge states must in-
clude dissipative dynamics. These phenomena for chiral
FIG. 3. Interface solutions for odd-viscosity fluids. (a) Mode
spectrum for a chiral active fluid interface [Fig. 1(a)] show-
ing the bulk (green) and interface (red) dispersion relations
(m = 1/5). For a fluid-fluid interface, any frequency ω in
the gap has four interface modes (blue points): two degen-
erate Kelvin modes (K1,K2) and two non-degenerate Yanai
(Y1,Y2) modes. For the no-slip interface, only two degener-
ate Kelvin modes (K1,K
a
1 ) exist, but no Yanai modes are
present [c.f. Fig. 2(d)]. (b)-(d) Density (color) and veloc-
ity (arrows) of interface modes coming from the left along
the fluid-fluid boundary (dashed line) and interacting with
a finite-length segment of no-slip wall (solid black line). (b)
The K2 Kelvin wave is orthogonal to all waves supported on
the no-slip wall and thus cannot be transmitted. The in-
set shows a zoom-in, including streamlines, near the change
in boundary. (c) The K1 Kelvin wave is supported on both
interfaces and traverses the no-slip wall unaltered. (d) The
antisymmetric Yanai waves map to the antisymmetric Kelvin
mode Ka1 on the no-slip wall. Simulations were performed
with parameters m = 0.2, D = 0, ν/ν0 = 0.01.
edge modes can be constrasted with non-Hermitian skin
modes and associated exceptional points [1–18]. Previ-
ously, chiral edge modes have been developed to con-
struct robust waveguides for the conduction of electric
current, light, or sound [19–21, 29–48]. Building on our
5
hydrodynamic model, topology could also be exploited
to design perfect absorbers to completely shield against
incoming signals.
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Complete absorption of topologically protected
waves: Supplemental Material
Odd viscosity in fluids of spinning particles
In this section, we review the hydrodynamic origins
of Eqs. (3) as a description of acoustic waves in two-
dimensional chiral active fluids [26, 29, 79]. Consider
an ideal fluid of spinning particles, subject to a Coriolis
(equivalently, Lorentz) body force. The equation of mo-
tion in terms of the mass density ρ(x, y, t) and fluid flow
v(x, y, t) is
∂t(ρv) +∇ · [ρv ⊗ v − σ] = ΩBρv∗, (6)
where the ∗ operator acts on vectors v = (u, v) as
(u, v)∗ = (−v, u), and the stress tensor is given by
σij = −pδij + ηo(∂iv∗j + ∂∗i vj) + η(∂ivj + ∂jvi − ∂kvkδij),
(7)
where p is the pressure, η is the (dynamic) dissipative
shear viscosity, and ηo is the (dynamic) odd viscosity,
with kinematic viscosities used in the text defined by
νo = ηo/ρ0 and ν = η/ρ0. Although we do not include
the dissipative bulk viscosity term ζ∂kvkδij in the stress
tensor, qualitatively this term would not affect our con-
clusions. Both the dissipative and odd viscosities arise
from the same viscosity tensor ηijkl, defined as rank-4
tensor that linearly relates the rank-2 stress tensor to the
rank-2 strain rate tensor, σij = ηijkl∂kvl. The difference
is that the part of the viscosity tensor ηeijkl containing
dissipative viscosity is even under time-reversal symme-
try and therefore (by Onsager reciprocity relations) has
to satisfy ηeijkl = η
e
klij , i.e., the dissipative viscosity enters
the even part of the viscosity tensor under the exchange
ij ↔ kl. By contrast, the part of the viscosity tensor ηoijkl
that contains odd viscosity is odd under time-reversal
symmetry and therefore has to satisfy ηoijkl = −ηoklij ,
i.e., the odd viscosity enters the odd part of the viscosity
tensor under the exchange ij ↔ kl. A peculiar prop-
erty that arises from the symmetry of odd viscosity is
that this term does not lead to energy dissipation, as can
be checked directly by evaluating the entropy production
rate as 12η
o
ijkl∂ivj∂kvl = 0. Because odd viscosity must
break time-reversal symmetry, this term naturally arises
in systems with an external magnetic field or rotation.
In chiral active fluids, the intrinsic rotation of each indi-
vidual particle gives rise to this term.
General arguments for the value of odd viscosity can
be made in cases in which the spinning particles compos-
ing the fluid are weakly interacting, ηo = ±`/2, where `
is the density of the intrinsic angular momentum for the
individual particles. The ± sign in the relation depends
on the microscopic origins of the effect [26, 79, 91]. For
some chiral active fluids with inertia, ` = IΩA, where
each particle rotates with intrinsic angular velocity ΩA
with I the individual particles’ moment of inertia times
the fluid density [26, 29]. In a variety of fluids, odd vis-
cosity arises due to interparticle interactions [92] and dis-
sipative processes [93], rendering it a distinct transport
coefficient independent of the intrinsic angular momen-
tum `. For simplicity, we choose to define the chiral terms
via the frequencies ΩA and ΩB , which act as proxies for
the magnitude of the chiral body force and odd viscos-
ity, respectively. We will consider only cases where in
the bulk of the fluid these two quantities have the same
non-zero sign, i.e., ΩA = s|ΩA| and ΩB = s|ΩB | with
s = ±1.
We linearize Eq. (6) together with the continuity equa-
tion ∂tρ + ∇ · (ρv) = 0 around ρ = ρ0 and v = 0 to
obtain Eq. (3) in the main text. We use ηo = IΩA/2,
c2 = ∂p/∂ρ, and choose units of mass density in terms of
ρ0, length in terms of IΩA/(2cρ0), and time in terms of
IΩA/(2c
2ρ0). In these units, (kinematic) dissipative vis-
cosity ν is measured in units of the (kinematic) odd vis-
cosity νo. This non-dimensionalized system is controlled
by the discrete constant s = ±1 and the positive con-
stant m = |IΩAΩB |/(2ρ0c2), which is assumed to satisfy
m < 1/4 to ease later computation.
We note that the linearized equations conserve the
(rescaled) energy E = ρ2 + ‖v‖2, which can be seen by




E dA = −2
∫
∂V
n̂ · σ · v d`. (8)
Suppose that we have two regions V1 and V2 which share
a piece of their boundary ∂V12 (= ∂V1 ∩ ∂V2). For the
energy E to be conserved, we need the flux out of V1
to equal the flux into V2 and vice-versa. That is, the
flux n̂ · σ · v needs to be continuous at ∂V12. There are
two natural ways to guarantee that to n̂ · σ · v is con-
tinuous, namely (1) Stress-continuity: continuous v and
continuous n̂ · σ; or (2) Velocity-vanishing: continuous
v and v|∂V12 = 0. Case (1) governs the dynamics of the
fluid bulk and fluid-fluid interfaces. Case (2) governs the
dynamics where the fluid touches a no-slip wall.
Bulk solutions
In this section, we review the evaluation of Chern
number within the dispersion relation associated with
Eqs. (3) [29, 51, 70]. We can write Eqs. (3) as a Hamil-
tonian equation −i∂tψ = Hs(i∂x, i∂y)ψ in terms of
ψ = (ρ, u, v)T , where
Hs(i∇) =








In the bulk, the Hamiltonian commutes with all time and
space derivatives, so we may assume bulk waves of the
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form ψ = Ψei(ωt−q·x). The Hamiltonian equation then
reduces to a family of eigenvalue equations Hs(q)Ψ =
ωΨ, with:
ω0(q) = 0 or ω±(q) = ±
√
λ2 + q2x + q
2
y, (10)




 , Ψ±(q) ∝
iqyλ+ qxω±q2x + λ2
qxqy + iλω±
 . (11)
Significantly, this orthogonal basis is well-defined over
the compactified plane of wavevectors q, for which all of
the points at infinity are identified.
The Chern number for the lower band, which deter-
mines the number and chirality of modes in systems sat-
isfying bulk-boundary correspondence, can be evaluated
from the Berry curvature. The Berry curvature of each
band in Eq. (11) is a function of the wavevector q given
by
B(q) = i∇q × [Ψ†(q) · ∇qΨ(q)], (12)
where the dot product contracts eigenvector components,
whereas the gradient and curl are vectors in q-space.
Here B0 = 0 is trivial, leaving B+ = −B−. Integrating
the Berry curvature over all of wavevector space gives the





B− dq = sgn(ΩA) + sgn(ΩB) = 2s, (13)
which determines the number of edge states when the
bulk-boundary correspondence holds.
Halfspaces
Now suppose our space is partitioned by a boundary
along y = 0 into an upper (y > 0) and lower (y < 0)
halfspace where, respectively, s↑ = +1 and s↓ = −1.
Because of the discontinuity in s, Eq. (3) is ill-defined at
the interface y = 0. We proceed by solving the PDE on
the upper (lower) halfspace separately to obtain general
solutions ψ↑ (ψ↓). We will stitch these solutions together
with interface conditions along y = 0.
Since the PDE is linear with constant coefficients on




To ensure localization, we require Reκl > 0. We proceed
by fixing a pair (ω, q) ∈ R2, with ω in the gap, and check-
ing for complex solutions Ψl and κl at each pair (ω, q).
The Hamiltonian equation now reads H(q,−islκl)Ψl =
ωΨl, with
H(q,−isκ) =
 0 q −isκq 0 −isλ
−isκ +isλ 0
 , (15)
and λ = m − q2 + κ2. The characteristic equation
det[H(q,−islκl) − ω] = 0 is independent of sl, thus κl
has the same values on the top and bottom halfspaces
and we may drop the arrow subscript. Assuming ω 6= 0,
the characteristic equation has four solutions for κ:
4 (κ±)
2
= 1± 2Γ(ω) + Γ2(q), (16)
where we use the shorthand Γ(x) ≡
√
1− 4m+ 4x2,
which is real and positive by our assumption m < 1/4.
Since solutions to Eq. (16) come in ± pairs, we always
find exactly two solutions with Reκ± < 0 that diverge
as y → ∞, and two with Reκ± > 0 that are localized.
In particular, one can show that the right-hand side of






1± 2Γ(ω) + Γ2(q). (17)
For these κ±, the parameter λ from Eq. (15) takes values
λ±(q, ω) = κ±(ω, ω). The corresponding eigenvectors on
the two half-spaces can then be denoted as
Ψ±l (ω, q) ∝
 κ±λ± + qωκ2± + ω2






These can be quickly checked against Eq. (15) using κ2±−
λ2± = q
2 − ω2. The general solutions on the two half-















which have to be fixed by the interface condition.
No-slip interface modes
The velocity-vanishing condition on the no-slip wall
reads [u] = [v] = ū = v̄ = 0. Recall that ψ = (ρ, u, v),
and that the jump and average of a function f(y) at y = 0
are defined as [f ] = f↑(0) + f↓(0) and 2f̄ = f↑(0) + f↓(0)
respectively. Substituting Eq. (19), we can write this































FIG. 4. Invertibility of submatrices that determine the inter-
face conditions. The determinants are real between the bulk
curves ω = ω±(q). Interface waves exist along the curves
where the determinant changes from negative (blue) to pos-
itive (yellow). (a) For the no-slip interface, detM = 0 has
only one doubly degenerate Kelvin solution for every ω in the
gap (dashed lines). (b) For the fluid-fluid interface, detU = 0
gives two singly degenerate Yanai curves, in addition to the
doubly degenerate Kelvin curve ω = q (not depicted) corre-
sponding to detV = 0.





T , where the subma-




iV + iV −
)
. (21)
Thus the interface condition is satisfied if and only if
MA↑ = MA↓ = 0. In particular, we only find non-zero
solutions at those (ω, q) for which detM(ω, q) = 0.
First let us assume ω = q. Then λ± = κ± and, by
Eq. (18), R± = U± 6= 0 and V ± = 0. In other words,
the velocity normal to the boundary vanishes (v = 0),
and the density equals the tangent velocity (ρ = u).
Since only the second row of M vanishes, the two zero-
eigenvectors Al have to be colinear, but we can choose
their sign and magnitude independently. In particular we
may take an orthogonal basis with one even (A↑ = A↓)
and one odd solution (A↑ = −A↓) about y = 0. We can
write these solutions as ψ = (1, 1, 0)TK(y)eiω(t−x) where












These waves with flow parallel to the interface are known
as Kelvin waves. No zero-eigenvectors for M(ω, q) exist
at other (ω, q) in the gap, as shown in Fig. 4(a).
Fluid-fluid interface modes
The stress-continuity condition on the fluid-fluid inter-
face reads in vectorial form [v] = 0 = [ŷ · σ]. The latter
of which can be expanded with
(ŷ · σ)j = δ2i(−ρδij − s∂iv
⊥
j ) = (s∂yv,−s∂yu− ρ)j .
(23)




































This last matrix V is singular if and only if ω = q. To
see this, note that κ− never equals κ+, since Γ(ω) > 0.
Thus detV = 0 requires either V + or V − to vanish,
which happens if and only if ωλ± = qκ±. Since λ± and
κ± are both positive, we know that ωq ≥ 0 and we may
proceed to square both sides to obtain:
0 = ω2(1± Γ(ω))2 − q2(1± 2Γ(ω) + Γ2(q))
= (ω2 − q2)
[
(1± Γ(ω))2 + 4q2
]
. (27)
The expression in square brackets is strictly nonzero, as
Γ(ω) = 1 requires |ω| =
√
m > m, which is outside the
gap. In conclusion, either ω = q and V + = V − = 0,
or ω 6= q and V +, V − are both non-zero. On the other
hand, detU vanishes along two curves that do not cross
ω = q, but are in the gap, as shown in Fig. 4(b).
First, we again look at Kelvin waves along ω = q. Here,
V is the zero-matrix and U is invertible, thus by Eq. (24),
our solutions are even (A↓ = A↑), but further uncon-
strained. This two-dimensional space of Kelvin waves
can be spanned by functions ψ = (1, 1, 0)TK(y)eiω(t−x)












We can orthogonalize this set as:
K1 = Ks and K2 = Ks −Kc/Γ. (29)
The first is identical to the K1 mode on the no-slip in-
terface, while the second is orthogonal to both modes on
the no-slip interface.
In contrast to the no-slip interface, the fluid-fluid in-
terface has boundary waves in the gap which do not lie
along the line ω = q. Since for these modes V is in-
vertible, we see from Eq. (24) that solutions must satisfy
A↓ = −A↑. Consequently, ρ and u are odd about y = 0.
Furthermore, v is related to A with prefactor isl (see
Eq. (18)), thus v will be even and 90◦ out of phase with
both u and ρ. This suggests a rotational flow for these
so-called Yanai waves, in contrast with the parallel flow
of Kelvin waves.
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These Yanai modes must satisfy UAl = 0. Looking
at the top row of U , and knowing that U± 6= 0 from
Eq. (18), we see that A↑ = −A↓ = (−U−,+U+). Thus
along each line we find one non-degenerate mode Y o1 and











The two modes are differentiated by the two Yanai dis-
persion curves ω(q), for which we do not find a closed-
form solution. Approximate values for this dispersion
relation may be computationally obtained and plugged
into Eqs. (16,18) to obtain numerical solutions.
